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• The current contents of P&R is actually perfect since the contents are proportional to the substantial issues in the Population and Housing Census.

• UNSD’s presentation on the feedback for improving structure, design and format of the P&R seems to cover most aspects of improving the publication

• The current pdf version which can be printed is fine, but probably the matter is only the font size and font type. So, it would be better to make the text large enough for easy reading and choose highly readable fonts.
PART ONE

Chapter III (Uses of population and Housing census)

• Section D and E are moved to independent chapter after discussing all aspects of census

• Section D and E become Chapter VII with the title "Relationship of population and housing censuses to other surveys/censuses/administrative data"

Chapter V (Operational aspects for register-based census or combined methodology)

• This chapter can be part of section B and C in Chapter IV, or separate section (Section D) in Chapter IV
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PART TWO

Chapter VI-XII:

VI. Financial management
VII. Administrative organization
VIII. User consultation, communication and publicity
IX. Census calendar
X. Human resource management
XI. Logistic management
XII. Contracting out

Chapter VI-XII are pooled/combined into one Chapter under the title "Census Management" consisting the following sections:

A. Financial management
B. Administrative organization
C. User consultation, communication and publicity
D. Census calendar
E. Human resource management
F. Logistic management
G. Contracting out
In the recent manual, the concept and definition are still scattered in many chapters. As a part of the structure, it would be better to make a summary of concept and definition and put it in the attachment, for example.
• The format of online version of the P&R should be distinguished with the printed version, and providing MULTIPLE FORMATS of the publication (as presented by UNSD) is important for the readers, because this give users a choice in how they consume the content. So, we don’t just limit to a PDF format, but we offer other formats such as HTML, digital edition (e-reader), etc.

• To improve Readability and utility, formatting is important because formatting makes a big difference in how well people engage with content.

• **One aspect of formatting online publication is how to “make it interactive”**. Many users will read the electronic publication on a mobile device (eBook reader or Tablet) instead of their computer. Therefore, we should make sure that the electronic publication (eBook) is interactive. That is, there is navigation. For a publication of more than 200-pages with no way of navigating, we will have to spend time getting to the right section, and then we have to go back to the start if we wish to find another section.

• This can be especially effective and valuable if e-publication is long and/or text heavy because it allows them to bypass excessive scrolling. In addition, external links can provide quick access to relevant resources and references that may further interest the reader.
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• The current pdf version when we open in computer has basically already offered navigation, but still we feel much struggle when reading the current P&R documents in our computer. For example, with a very long pages of table of contents is making me struggle in scrolling to look for certain topics.

• Another thing we found in the current pdf version, is when the references mentioned in a paragraph but the reference has no link to the related paragraph (like those in the content list). We suggest put link in each reference so if we click the reference [e.g. see paragraph ...] we will be directed to the reference.

• In the web-based format, table of contents needs to display the main headings of each chapter. So the Table of contents appears in the page only consists of main headers. When we click the main headers, sub-headers will appear, on so-on for sub-sub headers.

• **The online version must also accommodate persons with disabilities who wish to access the manual.**
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